Add performance

and style to your

wheels

NEW

HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT 380
In Nine COlors

Our new Type 380 premium balancing weight was
developed for motor sports and offers the highest
performance for the toughest demands. Produced
to OE standards and optimized for the technician,
the Type 380 weight has a resilient powder coating
for permanent corrosion protection. With its
patented production procedure, the Type 380
adhesive weight is easy to attach and perfectly
perfect Fit

Easy separation

adapts to the rim contour. With 12 segments of
5 grams each, it can be easily counted and then
divided by the perforated adhesive tape if required.
Dimensions: 6.75" (length) x 0.75" (width)
Total height including adhesive tape: 0.16"

safe for the
environment
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AVAILABLE NOW!

OE Quality

NINE COLORS

www.hofmann-powerweight.com

HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT 380
In Nine COlours

perfect Fit

Easy separation

Strong adhesive

SAFE FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

Corrosion resistance

Perfect fit
With grid bridge technology, the Type 380 weight
adapts quickly and easily to the rim radius. The bridge
ensures a stable connection between the individual
segments to aid in mounting.
Easy separation
The unique perforation of the adhesive tape permits
easier division of the individual segments in the
desired grammages. Cutting tools are no longer
required and you will get a perfect balancing result
more quickly.
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NINE COLOURS

Strong adhesive
Our proven adhesive tape technology ensures
strong adhesion on all common rim types under all
circumstances.
Environmentally Safe
This weight type is made of a premium zinc alloy and is
safe for the environment.
Design
Featuring the highest-quality manufacturing process,
our weights visually enhance every rim design.
Corrosion Resistance
High-quality powder coating to OEM criteria protects
the weight from corrosion in any weather. This also
protects the rim from contact corrosion.
Nine Colors
The new Type 380 weight is available with high-quality
powder coating in white, silver, anthracite, black, blue,
yellow, orange, red as well as chrome-plated.
Type 380

anthracite

black

blue

yellow

Part No.
H380WH
H380
H380CH
H380AN
H380BK
H380BL
H380YE
H380OR
H380RD

Size
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram
60 gram

Color
White
Silver
Chrome
Anthracite
Black
Blue
Yellow
Orange
Red

Piece Count
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
25 Pcs./Box
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red
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Available in North America through:

Perfect Equipment Inc.

1715 Joe B. Jackson Parkway
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37127
1-800-251-1566 | 615-893-0643
Fax 615-898-1668
www.perfectequipment.com

